Abstract-Solving complex real-world problems using evolutionary computation is a CPU time-consuming task that requires a large amount of computational resources. Peerto-Peer (P2P) computing has recently revealed as a powerful way to harness these resources and efficiently deal with such problems. In this paper, we present P-CAGE: a P2P environment for Genetic Programming based on the JXTA protocols. P-CAGE is based on a hybrid multi-island model that combines the island model with the cellular model. Each island adopts a cellular model and the migration occurs between neighboring peers placed in a virtual ring topology. Three different termination criteria (effort, time and maxgen) have been implemented. Experiments were conducted on some popular benchmarks and scalability, accuracy and the effect of migration have been studied. Performance are at least comparable with classical distributed models, retaining the obvious advantages in terms of decentralization, fault tolerance and scalability of P2P systems. We also demonstrated the important effect of migration in accelerating the convergence.
I. INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-peer (P2P) computing is attracting attention in research and industry, spurred also by the popularity of file sharing systems such as Napster, Gnutella, and Morpheus. Peers operate autonomously and asynchronously and perform well in a decentralized environment, as they reuse existing architecture, guarantee interoperability and can exploit the availability of networks resources. P2P networks are emerging as a new distributed computing paradigm for their potential to harness the computing power of the hosts composing the network and make their under-utilized resources available to others.
Genetic programming (GP ) is an extension of genetic algorithms (GAs) that iteratively evolves a population of trees having variable size, by applying variation operators. Each individual encodes a candidate solution and is associated with a fitness value that measures the goodnessof-fit of that solution. The capability of GP in solving challenging problems, coming from different application domains, has been largely recognized, but for difficult problems GP requires large sizes of population and a sufficient number of generations. The necessity of high computational resources, both in terms of memory, to store large populations of trees, and in terms of time, to evaluate the fitness of the individuals in the population, may degrade GP performance drastically or make the algorithm inapplicable when it must cope with large difficult problems. The use of P2P resources may make large problems affordable for GP, by using large populations distributed around the network.
While P2P implementations of genetic algorithms are present in literature [30] [18] , to the best of our knowledge, there are no P2P implementations of GP. Some efforts in this direction have already been made in the papers [10] [32] in which asynchronous and distributed GP models adapt to P2P implementations have been addressed. Other steps forward have been made in [13] , in which some P2P problems are tackled to the aim of coping with wireless sensor networks.
We have devised a system, called P-CAGE (P2P CellulAr Genetic Environment), that is one of the first P2P implementation of GP. Our system has been developed using JXTA-J2SE libraries, the Java implementation of JXTA protocols [1] that guarantee interoperability, platform independence and ubiquity. JXTA technology is a set of open, generalized P2P protocols that allows any connected device (cell phone to PDA, PC to server) on the network to communicate and collaborate. P-CAGE is based on a hybrid variation of the classic multi-island model that leads not only to a faster algorithm, but also to superior numerical performance. This hybrid model combines the island model with the cellular model. The island model is based on subpopulations, that are created by dividing the original population into disjunctive subsets of individuals, usually of the same size. Each subpopulation can be assigned to one processor and a standard (panmictic) GP algorithm is executed on it. Occasionally, a migration process between sub-population is carried out after a fixed number of generations. For example, the k best individuals from one subpopulation are copied to the other subpopulations exchanging the genetic information among populations. Our hybrid model modifies the island model by substituting the standard GP algorithm with a cellular GP algorithm. In the cellular model each individual has a spatial location, a small neighborhood and interacts only within its neighborhood. The main difference in a cellular GP, with respect to a panmictic algorithm, is its decentralized selection mechanism and the genetic operators (crossover, mutation) adopted. In P-CAGE, to take advantage of the cellular model of GP, the cellular islands are not independently evolved, but the outmost individuals are asynchronously exchanged so that all islands can be thought as portions of a single population. P-CAGE distributes the evolutionary processes (islands) that implement the detection models over the network nodes using a virtual ring configuration. P-CAGE implements the hybrid model as a collection of cooperative autonomous islands running on the various hosts within a heterogeneous network that works as a P2P system. P-CAGE supports many advantages of P2P systems. It is asynchronous, scalable, fault tolerant and maintains the accuracy of other distributed approaches of GP.
The paper is organized as follows: in section II and III, we supply a description respectively of Genetic Programming and of its parallel and distributed implementations; in section IV, we show the most related approaches of parallel GP and in section V we present the architecture of our peer-to-peer implementation of GP and some details about its implementation; section VI presents the experimental results including a comparison with other parallel approaches and an analysis of the scalability and of the effect of migration. Finally, section VII concludes the paper and illustrates some interesting directions for future works. Genetic Programming (GP) is a variant of genetic algorithms that mimics the process of natural evolution in order to solve user-defined tasks. GP starts from a population of computer programs and make only best fit programs survive during the evolution. The programmer of the system must choose the functions and the terminals necessary to solve the problem and a fitness function that represents the program's ability to perform the task. The search space will be composed from all the possible programs generated recursively from the functions and the terminals chosen. A computer program (individual) is represented as a parse tree.
II. GENETIC PROGRAMMING
Genetic programming uses four main steps to solve problems: 1) Generate an initial population of random compositions of the functions and terminals of the problem (computer programs). 2) Execute each program in the population and assign it a fitness value according to how well it solves the problem. 3) Create a new population of computer programs by applying genetic operators (mutation, crossover, etc.) to some selected tree (best fit trees are selected most likely) 4) The best computer program that appeared in any generation, the best-so-far solution, is designated as the result of genetic programming. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until a maximum number of generations is reached or a termination criterium is met (problem is solved exactly or error is less than a threshold).
Most frequent operators of GP are mutation and crossover; in figure 1, it is reported an example of crossover applied to two trees representing algebraical expressions; in practise, two randomly chosen crossover points for each tree are taken and the respective subtrees are exchanged. In figure 2 , it is reported an example of mutation for the same class of trees. A point is chosen at random, a new random tree is created and it is linked to the point.
III. PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATIONS
OF GP GP belongs to the class of evolutionary algorithms and, as such, shares the same distributed strategies of evolutionary techniques. A classification of the approaches for distributing GP includes three main models [3] , [31] : the global model, the coarse-grained (island) model [19] , and the fine-grained (grid) model [24] .
In the global model, the fitness of each individual is evaluated in parallel on different processors. A master process manages the population by assigning a subset of individuals to a number of slave processes. During the evaluation there is no communication among the processors. At the end of the evaluation the master collects the results and applies the variation operators to generate the new population. This model is easy to implement but a main problem, as observed in [31] , can be a load imbalance, which decreases the utilization of the processors due to presence in the population of trees of different sizes. The island model divides a population P of M individuals into N subpopulations D 1 , . . . , D N , called demes, of M /N individuals. A standard GP algorithm works on each deme and is responsible for initializing, evaluating, and evolving its own subpopulation. Subpopulations are interconnected according to different communication topologies and can exchange information periodically by migrating individuals from one subpopulation to another. The number of individuals to migrate (migration rate), the number of generations after which migration should occur (frequency), the migration topology, and the number of subpopulations are all parameters of the method that must be set.
In the grid model (also called cellular [35] ) each individual is associated with a spatial location on a low-dimensional grid. The population is considered as a system of active individuals that interact only with their direct neighbors. Different neighborhoods can be defined for the cells. The most common neighborhoods in the two-dimensional case are the 4-neighbor (von Neumann neighborhood) consisting of the North, South, East, West neighbors and 8-neighbor (Moore neighborhood) consisting of the same neighbors augmented with the diagonal neighbors. In the ideal case, one processor is assigned to each grid point, thus fitness evaluation is performed simultaneously for all the individuals. In practical implementations, however, this is not true because the number of processors generally does not coincide with the number of points on the grid. Selection, reproduction, and mating take place locally within the neighborhood. Information diffuses slowly across the grid, giving rise to the formation of semi-isolated niches of individuals having similar characteristics. The choice of the individual to mate with the central individual and the replacement of the latter with one of the offspring can be accomplished in several ways.
Ref. [31] noted that parallel genetic algorithms are faster than their sequential counterpart and benefit from the multi population approach in two different aspects. First, the problem of premature convergence is reduced thanks to the spatial isolation of the subpopulations that co-evolve independently but promote local search. Second, the same solution quality can be obtained in fewer generations, by using many populations instead of a single population with the same total number of individuals.
The same results, however, have not been obtained for the coarse-grained parallel implementations of GP . In fact, although Koza [2] , [17] reported a super-linear speedup for the 5-parity problem, for other problems, Punch [25] found poorer results of convergence with respect to the canonical GP . Punch [25] was the first to analyze the behavior of distributed GP with respect to sequential GP.
IV. RELATED WORK
The most famous coarse-grained parallel implementation of GP is due to Koza and Andre [2] , [17] . They used a PC 486 computer as host and a network of 64 transputers as processing nodes. For the Even-5 parity problem, they obtained a super-linear speedup using a population of 32000 individuals, 500 on each node and a migration rate of 8% in the four directions of each subpopulation at each generation.
Stoffel and Spector [28] described a high-performance GP system (HiGP) based on a virtual stack machine (similar to [15] ) that executed GP programs represented as fixed-length strings. HiGP manipulated and generated linear programs instead of tree-structured S-expressions. Each gene in a chromosome corresponded to an operator of the virtual machine. They executed 100 runs for a symbolic regression problem for a maximum of 30 generations and obtained good time performances. Nothing, however, was said about convergence results.
Juillé and Pollack [14] , [15] described a parallel implementation of GP on a SIMD system. Each SIMD processor simulated a computer program by using a simple instruction set defined specifically for GP . S-expressions were evaluated efficiently, precompiling them in a postfix program. The authors, for few classical problems, reported the execution time for one run and the average execution time for one generation. For cos2x, using a population of 4096 individuals, one per processor, they found a solution after an average of 17.5 generations with an average execution time of 30.48 seconds.
Dracopoulos and Kent [4] , [5] described two different implementations of parallel GP based on the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model [34] of parallel computation. The first implementation adopted the masterslave paradigm. A master process performed the standard sequential GP algorithm and the slave processes assisted the master only during the fitness evaluation. The slaves received equal portions of the population from the master, evaluated the fitness of individuals, and returned them back to the master. The second implementation realized the island model. Each process was considered an island and, every 10 generations, the top 10% of individuals were migrated. Two different communication topologies were considered: the ring and the star. The results presented regards only the speedup obtained for the Artificial Ant Los Altos Hills problem by running these implementations for 50 generations. The authors experiments showed that the coarse-grained parallel implementation achieved better speedups than the global version. The convergence results of the two approaches were not reported.
Oussaidène et al. [21] , [22] presented a parallel implementation of GP on a distributed-memory machine that used the master-slave model. The Parallel Genetic Programming Scheme (PGPS) had a master process whose task is to manage the GP algorithm, that is, it created the initial population, applied the variation operators, and performed the selection of the individuals for the reproduction phase. The slave processes controlled fitness evaluation, thus they received the parse trees from the master process to evaluate. The trees were packed as strings in a buffer and sent to the slaves. Each slave process unpacked the buffer content and rebuilt the parse tree in memory. In order to distribute the computational load among the processing nodes equally, two different load balancing algorithms (one static and another one dynamic) were used. The dynamic scheduling algorithm gave better speedup results as compared to the static one. PGPS has been applied to the evolution of trading strategies to infer robust trading models [21] , [22] .
Niwa and Iba [20] described a parallel implementation of GP , named Distributed Genetic Programming (DGP), based on the island model and realized on a MIMD parallel system AP-1000+ consisting of 32 processors. The global population was distributed among the processing nodes, each of which executed a canonical GP on its subpopulation. At every generation, the best individual of a subpopulation was sent asynchronously to its adjacent subpopulations and, for each subpopulation, the worst individual was replaced by this one if the fitness of the received individual was better than the best individual of the current subpopulation. The authors used three different communication topologies: ring type, one-way torus, and two-way torus. Experimental results on three problems (discovery of trigonometric identities, predicting a chaotic time series and Boolean concept formation) revealed the ring topology as the best.
Salhi et al. [26] 
Punch [25] discussed the conflicting results on the use of multiple populations in GP , in contrast with the indisputable benefits obtained in genetic algorithms with the same approach. He argued that there are problem-specific factors that affect the multiple-population approach. He presented experiments for the Ant Santa Fe and the royal tree problem.
Tongchim and Chongstitvatana [33] presented a coarsegrained parallel implementation of GP with asynchronous migration and applied it on a mobile robot navigation problem. They obtained a superlinear speedup by using a population size of 6000 individuals, while migrating the top 5% of individuals of each subpopulation with a frequency depending on the number of processors used.
Fernández et al. [7] presented an experimental study to verify the influence of two parameters, number of subpopulations and size of each population, on the performances of parallel genetic programming. A standard GP tool was suitably modified to allow the coarse-grained parallelization of GP. The tool, described in [6] , used communication primitives of the P V M (Parallel Virtual Machine) and adopted a client/server model where the server has the task of managing input/output buffers and of choosing the communication topology (that can be dynamically changed), while the clients constitute the subpopulations. The results reported for the Even-5 parity and a regression problem were evaluated with respect to the number of nodes evaluated in a GP tree, called computational effort. For these two problems they found optimal ranges for parameter values. Such values, however, are problem dependent.
An improvement of the tool described in [6] was presented in [9] and consisted of a parallel GP kernel that used M P I (Message Passing Interface) message passing system, and a graphical-user interface. The communication between the processes/subpopulations and the master process was synchronous. A new communication topology, the random one, among the subpopulations, was added to the ring and mesh topologies. In the random topology, the master process received a block of individuals and sent them to a randomly chosen subpopulation. This software tool was used in [8] to study the influence of the communication topology and the frequency of migration on the performances of parallel GP . Three test problems were considered: Even-5 parity, Ant Santa Fe and a real world problem. The authors found that the random and ring topology were better than the mesh for the ant problem. For the Even-5 parity, if the population size was large, the grid was the best, while, if the population size was small, the ring and the random were better. With regard to migration, a number of individuals of about 10% the population size, every 5-10 generations, appeared to be the best values for all the problems considered.
In [23] , the authors try to cope with the problem of addressing the setting of additional parameters introduced in the distributed models of Genetic Programming; they used a kind of adaptive flocking for automatizing the migration rate parameter. Early experiments seem promising.
V. P-CAGE: A P2P IMPLEMENTATION OF GP
In this section we describe the architecture of P-CAGE and the algorithm executed by each peer to implement cellular GP.
A. P-CAGE Architecture
As showed in figure 6, P-CAGE exploits the potentialities of p2p network using the main services of JXTA protocols [1]. These supplies interoperability, platform independence and ubiquity.
JXTA technology is a set of open, generalized P2P protocols that allows any connected device (cell phone to PDA, PC to server) on the network to communicate and collaborate. Each device is represented as a peer that can be a minimal edge peer (typically a phone or a PDA), a full-featured edge peer, a rendezvous peer (responsible for processing and delegate queries to other rendevous peers) and a relay peer (for reaching peers that are behind firewalls or NAT systems). In JXTA, any resource can be modeled as an advertisement, a XML document that can be exchanged among the peers. Our system uses the JXTA discovery protocols to discover peers that want to participate to the computation, the membership protocols to create a common group for peers composing the virtual GP network and pipe protocols to create communications channels between neighboring peers. Our application is built on the top of JXTA protocols and comprises also a graphical user interface.
Peers are arranged on a self-configuring ring topology architecture, see figure 7, so they need to know only information on the left (previous) and right (next) neighbor. Each peer constitutes a cellular model of Genetic Programming.
B. Implementation issues
Each peer adopts the GP cellular approach described in [12] and performs the algorithm showed in figure 8. In practice, first it discovers new peers, then it builds the virtual ring topology, conveniently choosing the left and right neighbor and connecting the neighboring peers by bidirectional channels. After the topology is established, each peer executes a certain number of iterations exchanging, at prefixed generations, the borders of the sub-population, in an asynchronous fashion, until a termination criterion is achieved.
In the following, the different phases of the algorithm are described more in detail.
Finding peers and building the ring:
The ideas to build the virtual ring are inspired to the strategies described in [27] . The algorithm uses two parameters min peers and max peers to define respectively a minimum and a maximum number of peers forming the ring. At the beginning, each peer creates and joins a group called "GeneticProgramming" using the JXTA membership service and starts the search of peers belonging to this group (JXTA discovery service), until a timeout is expired or the maximum number of peers is reached. The time of discovery of each peer is stored. At this point, information is distributed to all the peers discovered and the peers are ordered by minimum time of discovery. The order allows to identify the left and the right neighbor of each peer, respectively the previous and following in the ordered sequence. The first peer is named leader of the group. If the minimum number of peers is not reached, the leader tries to discover other leaders and two or more groups of peers are joined, following the schema illustrated in figure 9 until the min peers number is reached.
Building pipe and finger table: Each peer creates a bidirectional channel with its left neighbor and one with its right neighbor using the pipe service of JXTA. To make the system robust a finger table is built storing k left and k right successors, where k typically assumes a value from 2 to 4. If a pipe falls down, the peer creates a new one using the information contained in the finger table, i.e. the table is checked until a peer is found and then linked with a pipe.
Evolving population: In the evolving phase, a population of trees with dimension a × b evolves on each peer, following the hybrid multi-island model adopted by P-CAGE (in practice, each peer represents an island adopting the cellular model as CAGE). Every k (gen migration parameter) generations, the borders of the populations (the outside b trees on the left and on the right side) are exchanged among neighboring peers using the pipes, in an asynchronous fashion (i.e. if borders do not arrive to a peer before starting the computation, the peer goes on with the old trees). Termination criteria: The algorithm terminates its execution, when a termination criterion is met, chosen among the following : max-gen, time and effort.
Using the first criterion, P-CAGE ends when each peer has reached the maximum number of generations. This criterion is easy to implement, but faster peers must wait slower ones. A timeout is introduced to avoid infinite waiting for peers that have gone down.
Using a time-based termination criterion, a maximum time is fixed and, when this time expires, all the peers must terminate. No synchronization is required, but it is difficult to estimate the right time, also considering the different loads and speeds of the computers involved in the computation. In fact, if we choose a time too short, the algorithm could not converge.
Last choice considers the effort, derived from the definition given in [11] . Let G be the number of generations, N the number of individuals of the population lying on each peer and AV G LEN p the average number of nodes per individual concerning peer p. Then the required effort in a particular generation n is:
Effort takes into account the overall effective computation carried out by the system. However, it requires an overhead necessary to compute the effort and to communicate the information; in fact, for each prefixed period of time, the total effort must be computed summing the efforts produced by each peer.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS In order to verify the goodness of our implementation, we compared, in terms of accuracy, our asynchronous hybrid multi-island model to a canonical sequential implementation of GP and to a parallel cellular implementation of GP.
We used sgpc1.1 [29] as the sequential implementation of genetic programming and CAGE [12] as the parallel cellular implementation of GP. The peer-to-peer experiments were conducted on the LAN of the CNR-ICAR Institute. All the experiments were run for 100 generations and averaged over 20 tries.
A. Benchmark
We have used the following problems as benchmark: Symbolic Regression ( [16] par. 7.3). The symbolic regression problem consists in searching for a non-trivial mathematical expression that, given a set of values x i for the independent variable(s), always assumes the corresponding value y i for the dependent variable(s) of a given mathematical function. In the first experiment, the target function was the polynomial 2) The artificial ant problem consists in finding the best list of moves that an ant can execute on a 32 × 32 matrix in order to eat all the pieces of food put on the grid. In this experiment we used the Santa Fe trail that contains 89 food particles. The fitness function was obtained by diminishing the number of food particles by one every time the ant arrived in a cell containing food. The ant can see the food only if it is in the cell ahead in its same direction (If F oodAhead move); otherwise it can move randomly (lef t or right) for two (P rogn2) or three (P rogn3) moves. This last problem is known to be difficult for distributed GP .
The parameters of the method are shown in table I; functions and terminal symbols for each problem are the same described in Koza's book [16] . For all the experiments, we used an overall population size of 3200, except for Symbolic Regression. For this problem, the size of the population was set to 800 individuals. In the parallel implementation, the population size was divided equally among the nodes and the same was made in the peer-to-peer implementation among the peers. In this two last cases the M oore neighborhood was adopted. For P-CAGE, we used 5 peers, migration occurred every 5 generations and the termination criterion was max-gen. 
B. Accuracy
In the figures 10 (a) and (b), 11 (a) and (b) and 12 (a) and (b) the results of our experiments are reported respectively for symbolic regression, discoveries of trigonometric identities, symbolic integration, ant Santa Fe and even 4 and 5 parity problems.
Observing these figures, we can notice that P-CAGE outperforms canonical GP for all the problems and it is better or at least comparable with the parallel cellular implementation. The accuracy of P-CAGE accuracy is considerably better for the even 4 parity problem, it is lightly better for the discovery of trigonometric identities and the symbolic regression problem, and is lightly worst only for the Ant Santa Fe problem.
C. Scalability
To study the scalability of our system, we ran our system, using the same parameters previously described, varying the number of peers (3, 5, 10) and maintaining the same overall population. As you can see in figures 13 (a) and (b), 14 (a) and (b), 15 (a) and (b), differences are not statistically significant or are minimal. The only exception is the even-parity problem (4 and 5) in which the experiments on three peers converges slightly earlier probably because in the 10 peers' case, population on each peer is not adequate.
D. Migration Effect
We want to very the effect of the migration on the convergence of the algorithm. In order to do it, we ran our system, using the same parameters of the previous subsections, on 10 peers and varying the rate of migration.
We conducted experiments without using migration (i.e. each peer evolves independently from the others), migrating the borders each generation and every 5 generations. The results of these simulations for the six benchmarks are reported in figures 16 (a) and (b), 17 (a) and (b), 18
(a) and (b). If we does not use migration, the accuracy is appreciably worst than in the other two cases for all the benchmarks, especially for the most hard, as Ant, Even and Even 5. Comparing the curves for each generation and for each 5 generation, we can note that the accuracy is almost equal, especially after 40-60 generations. In order to avoid to deteriorate the performance of the network, is preferable to use a lower migration rate, therefore a migration rate of 5 seems to be appropriate.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, P-CAGE, an environment for the execution of genetic programs in P2P networks, has been presented. Each peer adopts a cellular model and the migration occurs between the neighboring peers, distributed in a virtual ring topology. Experiments on a real network demonstrated that P-CAGE show a superior performance in comparison with the canonical GP implementation, as expected, and at least comparable with the most known cellular implementations of GP. Anyway, it exploits the advantages of P2P networks as it is fault tolerant, inex- pensive and scalable in terms of resources. Experimental analysis of the scalability showed that the number of peers does not affect the accuracy even if, in some cases, it was excessive for the difficulty of the problem. If we choose an adequate migration rate, the convergence of the algorithm is better than not using migration at all. Future works will investigate the use of different topologies as small world and scale-free networks. These topologies expect to improve the accuracy and to accelerate the convergence.
